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ORIGINAL ARTICLE
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applicability and transferability of these transport-led ag-
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balance of three city-regions and the overall urban networks

per, we adopt an allometric urban model investigating the
glomerative strategies promoted to address England’s regional economic under-performance. This is undertaken
through a comparative study of the size-cost performance
in the Netherlands, Germany, and England and Wales using
city units deﬁned at diﬀerent spatial scales. While our results support a case for better mobility and transport comparing the three urban networks regardless of the spatial
scales, comparisons of speciﬁc city-regions indicate a more
nuanced interplay of productivity, mobility infrastructure,
and urban density.
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| INTRODUCTION

Following an agglomeration economies line of reasoning, larger functional urban areas are thought to be associated
with higher economic productivities and infrastructural eﬃciencies. The higher comparative productivities and eﬃciencies of larger cities are thought to be due to their mobility and transport cost advantages as these are instrumen1
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tal by facilitating the mixing of people, ideas, and goods (Glaeser, 2010). Therefore, from an agglomeration-based
perspective, increased urban population and mobility are expected to enhance economic performance. These expectations have been used in support of policy arguments that champion the creation of poly-centric regions through the
implementation of inter-city transport infrastructure. These arguments frame the inter-city transport as a means to
increase regional economic output and productivity with the transport infrastructure of such metropolitan regions as
the Dutch the Randstad and the German Rhine-Ruhr given as typical examples in Europe (Burger et al., 2015).
In an English context, better inter-city transport links have been argued in response to the perceived productivity gap that has historically existed between the country’s north and southeast. The north of England, unlike the
southeast and London in particular, is comprised of cities that by international standards are suﬀering signiﬁcant economic under-performance despite their comparable urban size (Centre for Cities, 2015). These are reported to be
symptomatic of a historic regional economic performance gap unique to the UK (Dorling, 2010; McCann, 2016). The
most recent incarnation of these infrastructural plans, the so-called ’Northern Powerhouse’, was launched in 2014
by the then Chancellor of the Exchequer who articulated the argument as oﬀering the northern cities the opportunity to collectively rival global cities such as London or Tokyo by providing them with improved inter-city transport
links (Osborne, 2014). While such arguments are inherently reliant on stylised agglomeration-type arguments, current
transport schemes under consideration in England have particularly been inﬂuenced by and rely on examples drawn
from the Randstad and Rhine-Ruhr. The case made for such interventions by the relevant transport and infrastructure
authorities draws speciﬁcally on the examples of the German and Dutch city-regions when promoting a northern
city-region that is connected through inter-city passenger rail links with decreased journey times and increased service frequency and capacity (Transport for the North, 2015; National Infrastructure Commission, 2016). Lacking from
these arguments, however, has been a consideration of the compatibility of the German and Dutch case studies when
assessing such developments in the north of England.
The aim of this paper is then to explore the compatibility and transferability of such transport-driven agglomeration measures as borrowed from the Randstad and Rhine-Ruhr within an agglomeration theory-compatible framework.
We do so through utilising an allometric framework adopting and applying Bettencourt’s social reactor model (Bettencourt, 2013). The model enables an evaluation of the optimality of the urban size-cost performance, i.e. the balance
between economic output and mobility costs incurred in its generation, within a system of cities. This in turn allows
us to discuss the infrastructural interventions needed to reach this size-cost optimality and examine the pertinence
of the continental examples to the cities in the north of England. The broader contribution of the study here, however, lies in its additional focus on these questions at diﬀerent geographical scales and urban boundary deﬁnitions. A
further novelty of such a comparison is in its ability to facilitate an interrelated examination of economic performance
and productivity, transport connectivity and mobility, and urban population and density.
As previously stated, the Randstad and Rhine-Ruhr are often cited as typical examples of productive city-regions
with strong inter-city transport links. Were the key diﬀerences underlying the higher productivities of the Randstad
and Rhine-Ruhr their inter-city transport enabling such agglomeration economies, then in an allometric framework
as that of Bettencourt, we would expect distinct diﬀerences between the Northern Powerhouse and its continental
comparators. Indeed, as our results will show, the overall English and Welsh urban networks do in fact exhibit a
more pronounced systemic lack of adequate mobility when compared with their Dutch and German counterparts.
This could be taken to support arguments in favour of improvements to transport and mobility infrastructure as a
means to boost economic productivity by enforcing increasing returns to scale for larger urban units. However, the
results of our region-speciﬁc comparison highlight more nuanced diﬀerences between the three regions where the
higher productivity of the Randstad and Rhine-Ruhr does not seem to be replicable in the north of England through
an imitation of their inter-city transport infrastructure alone.
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The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The next section provides a background to urban allometry and
scaling models and outlines the methods and data implemented in the study. This includes a summary description
of Bettencourt’s model derivation.1 We then present a scaling comparison of the urban performance for Germany
(DE), the Netherlands (NL), and England and Wales (EW) in the third section before proceeding with the comparison
of the three city-regions and their constituting city units. Finally, a brief discussion of these national and regional
comparisons and their implications are presented followed by conclusions in the last section.

2

| URBAN SCALING AND INFRASTRUCTURAL NEEDS

Recent empirical observations of population dependence of various urban characteristics are wide ranging. The consistency of these in the form of allometric power-laws has prompted a notion of ’universal features’ among cities
(Bettencourt and West, 2010). The generic formulation of such power-law relationships can be seen as
F (N ) = F0 N β

(1)

ln F (N ) = ln F 0 + β ln N

(2)

or alternatively log-transformed as

where F denotes any urban indicator of choice, e.g. economic output, urbanised area, CO2 emissions, etc., F0 a prefactor describing the baseline prevalence of the indicator, N the urban population count, and β the scaling exponent
determining the scaling regime. Empirical evidence from the American, Chinese, and German urban networks points
to recurring values of β whereby infrastructural indicators, e.g. urbanised area, length of roads, etc., grow sub-linearly
with population, β ≈
β≈

7
6

5
6,

while those representing wealth and information, e.g. GDP, exhibiting super-linear regimes,

(Bettencourt et al., 2007).

Taking shape based on these empirical observations and gaining wider traction, is a new Science of Cities that has
sought to codify these observations in the form of structural and/or statistical models (Batty, 2012). There are several
allometric urban models explaining empirical observations and deriving power-law relationships. These range from
those using probabilistic considerations of urban population and their characteristics (Gomez-Lievano et al., 2016)
to network conceptualisations of urban population and their connectivity embedded geographically (Yakubo et al.,
2014; Sim et al., 2015). As previously mentioned, among the various existing urban scaling models, Bettencourt’s
social reactor model includes an explicit consideration of mobility eﬀects and size-cost balances. We ﬁrst outline the
model’s setup before providing a concise description of the input data used.

2.1 | Bettencourt’s social reactor model
In setting up an idealised scaling model of cities, Bettencourt (2013) starts from four simple assumptions:

1.

the average aggregate socio-economic product is a linear function of sum of all local interactions (Jones, 2016),

2.

urban population is mixing uniformly and that each individual has the minimum resources needed to fully travel
and experience the city (Glaeser and Kohlhase, 2003),

3.

individual baseline production is bounded and is not a function of city size (Szüle et al., 2014),

4
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and ﬁnally, the urban infrastructure is embedded as a hierarchical network that keeps all individuals connected
through its incremental and decentralised growth (Samaniego and Moses, 2008).2

The model also parametrises and expresses the geometry of the city and the average inhabitant’s travel path through
their Hausdorﬀ fractal dimensions, D and H respectively. Out of the four, the ﬁrst assumption can be formalised as

Y = ḡ a 0 l

whereY is the average economic output,

N2
An

N2
An

(3)

the density to the upper limit of total encounters possible (N ×(N −1) ≈ N 2

for large populations) over the urbanised area An , a 0 l the average eﬀective interaction cross-section and travel path of
an individual respectively and hence the average eﬀective area, and ḡ the average encounter output. The product ḡ a 0 l ,
hereafter referred to as G , describes the baseline human production indicated in the third assumption and embodies
the average sum total of individual output independent of population size ( ddNG ≈ 0). The second assumption then
derives a generic scaling for cities’ volumetric area by equating per capita mobility costs, i.e. cost of travel, and per
capita economic output, i.e. minimum resources for travel. Bettencourt additionally develops a scaling relationship
for the energy dissipated over the urbanised area, An , moving the population, goods and services, and enabling the
generation of Y by treating the infrastructure network as parallel resistors. Put together, the four assumptions result
in









Y (N ) = Y0 N

1+ D (DH+H )
1+

H

(4)

W (N ) = W0 N D (D +H )




H

 A (N ) = A N 1− D (D +H )
n0
 n

where Y , An , and W are the average expected economic output, urbanised area, and mobility costs respectively, Y0 ,
An 0 , W0 the baseline prevalence of Y , An , and W all functions of G , N the population size. As can be seen, the
exponents 1 ±

H
D (D +H )

are functions of the city geometry, D , and the geometry of the average individual’s path, H .

This in eﬀect means that the exponents characterise, by proxy, the average level of mobility and accessibility across
the urban network.3
Imposing real-life geometric constraints puts the fractal dimension of the city, D , somewhere in the range [2, 3].
Similar considerations would result in the geometric dimension of the travel path, H , to be conﬁned to [0, D ) resulting
in a range of [0, 14 ) for

H
D (D +H ) .

As such, in agreement with the agglomeration theory, the model expects increasing

output productivities and infrastructural eﬃciencies for larger cities, i.e. a super-linear scaling of Y and sub-linear
scaling of An . In developing a theoretical and idealised approximation of urban networks, city geometry can be taken
to be 2-dimensional, D = 2, while Bettencourt’s second assumption regarding full accessibility of the city implies a
fully linear average travel path, H = 1. Consequently Bettencourt’s theoretical expectation of ideal urban networks
is comprised of a super-linear scaling for economic output with the exponent βY =
urbanised area with the exponent β An =

5
6

7
6

and a sub-linear scaling of

in agreement with most empirical observations for various urban networks

in the United States, East Asia, and Europe (Bettencourt et al., 2007; Bettencourt, 2013; Bettencourt and Lobo, 2016).
Furthermore, since these elasticities are increasing functions of H , a lack of adequate mobility and access diminishes
super- and sub-linear eﬀects resulting in close to linear exponents. Such inadequate levels of mobility, H < 1, can
be seen as mobility patterns where individuals’ access is limited and constrained to disconnected patches within the
city. Finally, Bettencourt formalises the urban size-cost performance balance as the economic output less its mobility

5
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G* Optimal size-cost balance

Gmax

Baseline Human Production (G)
FIGURE 1

Schematic illustration of cost-size balance, Y − W , as a function of the baseline human production G .

costs, Y − W . As both Y and W are functions of the baseline human production G , the size-cost balance becomes an
optimisation exercise with regards to the value of G , Figure 1.4
As can be seen, Y − W balance grows for increasing values of G in the range [0, G ∗ ) reaching its maximum at
G ∗.

However, for increasing values of human production beyond G ∗ the cost-size balance shrinks resulting in an

increasingly unstable city as the costs associated with the mobility processes overwhelm the economic success of the
city such that for G > G max the city would break down to smaller functional urban zones. Bettencourt posits that,
given an urban network with relatively large number of cities, one would expect to ﬁnd the statistics of G estimated
for all cities to hover close to G ∗ as cities strive to maintain an optimal cost-size balance.5 Additionally, referring
back to the comprising elements within G (≡ ḡ a 0 l ), the model provides categorical solutions for cities where the costsize balance deviates from the optimum. Where G < G ∗ , cities fall short of their economic potential which can be
addressed through interventions that seek to increase the eﬀective a 0 l , i.e. improvement to mobility and accessibility,
enabling more urban interaction and hence higher economic output. In contrast, for cities where the economic success
of the city has resulted in larger than desired urbanised expansion, G > G ∗ , densiﬁcation of the built area provides a
strategy that would maintain the number of urban interactions and reduce travel paths and hence associated mobility
costs concurrently.

2.2 | Scaling normalisation and inter-system comparison
As outlined in the previous section, the overall status of mobility in an urban system and infrastructural needs of
individual cities can be gleaned by investigating the population scaling of economic output and urbanised area across
cities within the same connected urban system. An empirical estimate of the baseline human production for each city
can easily be estimated through a rearrangement of Equation 3
Gi =

Yi × An i
Ni 2

(5)

where G i is the human production estimated for city i and Yi , An i , and N i are the economic output, urbanised area
and population of city i respectively. Exact calculation of the optimal G ∗ , however, requires knowledge of values for
the model’s various internal parameters, e.g. transport costs. Nevertheless, without needing to fully estimate these,
a system-wide average G ∗ can be obtained by substituting the scaling expressions of Y and An in Equation 5

G∗ =

Y0 N

1+ D (DH+H )

× An 0 An
Ni 2

1− D (DH+H )

= Y0 An 0

(6)

6
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where Y0 and An 0 are the system-wide prevalence of economic output and urbanised area respectively. Estimating
an idealised optimal G ∗ ,however, requires an idealised system as a point of reference. For this, we estimate idealised
Y0 and An 0 employing constant gradient OLS ﬁts on the linearised form of Equation 4 using Bettencourt’s theoretical
ideal scaling exponents of βY =

7
6

and β An = 56 .

To enable a cross-country comparison, we follow Bettencourt and Lobo (2016) by normalising economic output
and urbanised area in each urban system. Here, this is done by normalising the indicators using the idealised prevalence of the indicators in each system with this y-translation taking the form





lnYi T = lnYi − lnY0 ∗ = lnY0 ∗ + βY ln N i + ξY i − lnY0 ∗ = βY ln N i + ξY i


 ln An i T = ln An i − ln An 0 ∗ = ln An 0 ∗ + β An ln N i + ξAn i − ln An 0 ∗ = β An ln N i + ξAn i


(7)

where Yi T and An i T are the normalised economic output and urbanised area for city i respectively, Y0 ∗ and An 0 ∗
the idealised ﬁxed-gradient system-wide prevalence of output and urbanised area respectively, and ξY i and ξAn i the
ﬂuctuation terms from the theoretical scaling for city i . Through this translation, the theoretical model of economic
output and urbanised area for each urban system now passes through the origin, while leaving the scaling regime and
exponents unchanged. As a result, the relative optimal baseline human production, G ∗ , for diﬀerent urban networks
is now similar and equal to unity. The normalisation both enables a comparison of size-cost performance and a multisystem examination of the population scaling by investigating power-law ﬁts to the combined data sample of the
diﬀerent urban networks.

2.3 | Urban boundary deﬁnition
In order to study the urban performance balance and infrastructural needs in Germany (DE), the Netherlands (NL), and
England and Wales (EW), we ﬁrst need to obtain estimates for population, output, and urbanised area indicators.6
To estimate population at diﬀerent scales we use the GEOSTAT population grid (Eurostat, 2016), which provides
population counts for the year 2011 over square grids of 1k m × 1k m area, as building blocks. CORINE land cover
data are also used to estimate urbanised area for the same time interval (Copernicus Land Monitoring Service, 2016).
Regional GVA data for the year 2011, available through Eurostat (Eurostat, 29/02/16), are also used for the economic
output indicator. The GVA data are, however, only available aggregated for the NUTS3 administrative boundaries.
We use OECD’s simpliﬁed GIS-based method (OECD, 2012) to breakdown the GVA values at NUTS3 level to the
GEOSTAT population grid based on an area and population weighted approach according to
N

Ycel l =

Õ YN UT S 3 A cel l Ai
cel l

i

N N UT S 3

(8)

where Ycel l denotes the total GVA share assigned to a grid cell, N cel l and Acel l the total population and area of the cell
(often approximately 1k m 2 unless belonging to a coastal or border grid cell) respectively, Ai the area of the i t h segment
intersected by a given NUTS3 unit with GVA and population of YN UT S 3 and N N UT S 3 respectively. The grid-level GVA
values are then summed back up to estimate aggregate values for the other boundaries using a reversal of Equation 8.
We should acknowledge that estimating population and GVA through these area-based proportionalities is simplistic
and assumes a uniform population density distribution. This could potentially result in erroneous estimates when
aggregating back up to urban units that are not signiﬁcantly larger than the initial grid cells (Smith, 2014). However, in
the absence of datasets of better quality and/or resolution, the approach remains one of very few available options.

Arbabi et al.

TA B L E 1
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Summary of the urban boundary deﬁnitions.8

Boundary

No. of units

Nmi n

No. of units (N>Nmi n )

DE

NL

EW

DE

NL

EW

DE

NL

EW

C100*

10358

634

2867

9769

4455

3895

700

235

587

C350

10072

961

2928

7847

7119

7627

965

246

481

8325

957

2475

8405

6801

59698

879

255

104

C750

6117

884

2021

9317

6192

57698

768

272

112

C1000

4729

779

1692

8209

5582

55031

827

296

120

C1400

3370

649

1435

8801

4334

67495

717

339

97

402

40

125

34119

49364

69909

402

40

125

94

34

83

57161

59589

77170

94

34

83

24

5

13

527268

692953

536892

24

5

13

C500

NUTS31
URBAUD2

Density-based

Administrative
Functional areas

OECD3

Values of N mi n indicated for NUTS3, URBAUD, and OECD boundaries represent the population of the smallest unit rather
than a cut-oﬀ used by the authors, see online supplementary material
* Numbers indicate minimum density value used as the cut-oﬀ when applying the CCA to the population grid
1

Nomenclature of Units for Territorial Statistics Level 3 – note that for units in England and Wales, constituting members

of the Greater London Authority have been merged and used as one single area
2

Urban Audit Functional Urban Areas (FUA) 2011-2014

3

OECD Functional Urban Areas

See supplementary material for a discussion of potential implications of variations in the GVA estimates.

We adopt a mix of density-based, administrative, and functional boundary deﬁnitions, Table 1. The density-based
boundaries have been assembled using the City Clustering Algorithm (CCA) as per (Rozenfeld et al., 2011) by merging
neighbouring GEOSTAT cells with population densities above a set cut-oﬀ, e.g. 100

pr s
k m2

for C100. The two boundaries

representing the functional urban areas, i.e. Urban Audit and OECD’s functional urban areas, both delineate urban areas based on considerations of the percentage of population living and working within the same area using commuter
data (OECD, 2012; Eurostat, 2017) with the diﬀerence in the cut-oﬀ values used for population ratios and the minimum population of units. The functional urban boundaries are subject to a minimum population cut-oﬀ by deﬁnition
limiting the units considered to those which are the most populated and hence urban. The raw density-based units
created through the CCA, however, could potentially include a large number of sparsely populated units. Instead of applying an arbitrary minimum population cut-oﬀ for these density-based boundaries, we employ the method described
in Clauset et al. (2009)7 to estimate a lower bound for population in each density-based boundary, N mi n values indicated in Table 1. These lower-bound values correspond to the values above which a coherent power law distribution,
à la those empirically observed by Auerbach and attributed to Zipf (Auerbach, 1913; Gabaix, 1999), can be assumed
to apply to the population distribution across the urban system.

8
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GVA Exponent (βY)

Area Exponent (βAn)

1.15

0.90

1.10

0.85

1.05

0.80

1.00

0.75

DE

OECD

URBAUD

C1400

C100
Theoretical Ideal

EW

NL

OECD

0.95

URBAUD

1.20

C1400

1.00

C100

1.25

Combined

F I G U R E 2 Plots showing the OLS estimated scaling exponents for each boundary, dashed line indicates
theoretically ideal values for D = 2 and H = 1. Tabulated OLS estimates and conﬁdence intervals for all boundaries
are available in the online supplementary material.

3

| URBAN PERFORMANCE IN GERMANY, THE NETHERLANDS, AND ENGLAND AND WALES

We begin by examining the existence of power-law scaling and the empirical proximity of each country’s urban network with Bettencourt’s theoretical ideal. Figure 2 shows the OLS estimates for the GVA and urbanised area scaling
exponents for each boundary and country.9 As can be seen, the scaling of urbanised area and economic output do
overall display a coherent sub- and super-linear relation with population respectively, regardless of the choice of
country and/or urban network boundary deﬁnition. The extent of sub- and/or super-linearity of the relations, i.e. the
strength of agglomeration eﬀects in economic output and urbanised area, however, does vary across countries and
boundary deﬁnitions. In this context, Germany shows on average the largest system-wide agglomeration elasticities
for economic output followed by the Netherlands and then England and Wales. From the perspective of Bettencourt’s model, the deviations from the ideal exponents of βY =

7
6

and β An =

5
6

towards the unity indicate, on average,

a system-wide lack of mobility, H < 1, across all three countries with cities in England and Wales most aﬀected. Nevertheless, the estimated scaling exponents, especially those of economic output closely trail the theoretical ideal for
the URBAUD and OECD functional urban areas which are the most directly compatible boundaries to those assumed
within the model’s assumptions one and two (Bettencourt, 2013; Bettencourt and Lobo, 2016). Additionally, the complementarity of the output and urbanized area exponents for each boundary, i.e. βY + β An ≈ 2 implying

dG
dN

≈ 0 (with

R-squared of G against N averaging around 0.03 across diﬀerent boundaries and countries), suggests that the model’s
third assumption also holds, see online supplementary material.
Similarly, from a comparative size-cost performance point of view, more than half of city units in England and
Wales, regardless of the boundary, exhibit a need for better mobility to achieve their full economic potential, see
Figure 3. The ﬁgure shows the percentage of units within a given comparative performance band, η(≡ ln

G
G ∗ ),

where

Arbabi et al.
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η<-0.2

-0.2<η<-0.02

0.02<η<0.2

-0.02<η<0.02

0.2<η

100%

75%

50%

25%

DE

NL

OECD

URBAUD

C1400

C100

OECD

URBAUD

C1400

C100

OECD

EW

URBAUD

NL

C1400

DE

C100

0%

EW

F I G U R E 3 Bar charts displaying the percentage of city units in each country (left) and for each boundary
deﬁnition (right) in the indicated range of η. Bar charts for the remaining boundaries can be found in the online
supplementary material.

increasingly negative values indicate an increasing need for better intra-unit mobility and transport and larger positive
values an increasing need for built-area densiﬁcation. It can be gleaned from the bar charts that the size-cost performance appears more symmetrically distributed around the idealised optimum, −0.02 ≤ η ≤ 0.02, when considering the
aggregated distribution of performance balance for Germany and the Netherlands compared with those of England
and Wales.10 When considering the boundary disaggregated estimates, the English and Welsh urban systems consistently exhibit a larger portion of units requiring better internal mobility and as such intra-urban transport solutions
regardless of spatial scales.
A combined interpretation of the comparative size-cost performance distribution and the overall scaling exponents estimated for each country suggests that all three countries are lacking in terms of urban mobility, albeit not
to the same degree and not at the same spatial scales. Meanwhile, England and Wales is further burdened with an
additional prevalence of inadequate intra-urban access and mixing that appears unique in its spatial persistence despite EW’s similar exponent estimates to those of NL. For the sake of completeness, it is worth clarifying that this
comparison is one of the comparative agglomerative productivities gauging the increased beneﬁts associated with
increased size. The comparison hence deliberately ignores the overall size of each nation’s economy and their productivity as would be captured through the output prevalence Y0 and the cumulative number and population of cities in
each country.

4

| RHINE-RUHR, THE RANDSTAD, AND THE NORTHERN POWERHOUSE

The current infrastructure plans in England and Wales, as previously mentioned in the background, focus heavily on
the implementation of an inter-city passenger rail solution. Combined with improving journey times and frequency,

10
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F I G U R E 4 Maps showing the areal extents used for allocating units to the city-regions – contiguous C100 units
(top) and NUTS3 units (bottom).

these measures have explicitly been borrowed from the Dutch the Randstad and German Rhine-Ruhr to connect
and transform a handful of the country’s northern cities into a virtual city of a larger eﬀective size (Infrastructure
and Projects Authority, 2015; Transport for the North, 2016). The results presented in the last section, in principle
regardless of the choice of city boundary deﬁnition and scale, support an infrastructure strategy concentrated on
improving internal transport and mobility connections both simply based on EW’s isolated scaling and as a comparison
relative to the performance of the German and Dutch urban networks. This national comparison, however, would not
necessarily justify the appropriation of an explicitly inter-city mobility solution from Rhine-Ruhr and the Randstad for
implementation in the Northern Powerhouse. It is also crucial to note here that this examination of η masks individual
economic productivity and infrastructure eﬃciency performance. Since η only considers the overall balance ofY −W , it
is possible for cities to compensate for deviations from ideal scaling in one indicator, say Y , through similar deviations
in the other, i.e. An . In such a way, considering Equation 7, a city unit with lower than ideally expected economic
output, ξYi < 0 for βY =

7
6,

can compensate by incorporating a larger eﬀective urbanised area, ξAn i > 0 for β An =

5
6,

in order to keep the overall G close to optimality. This leads to cities where despite a balanced size-cost performance
economic under-performance may still be prevalent when compared with others.

Consequently, we shift our focus to only those units within these three regions looking not only at their individual
size-cost performance but also their deviation from the idealised expectations of economic output and urbanised area.
We also examine the overall city-regions these units belong to by considering the hypothetical cities of their combined
size summing their population, economic output, and urbanised area. We use two diﬀerent approaches in deﬁning
the extent of the three regions and thus their constituting city units. One, adopted from Swinney (2016), corresponds
to an aggregation of NUTS3 administrative units and is also representative of the planned Northern Powerhouse in
EW. The other is based on the extent demarcated by the largest contiguous C100 units in each region, Figure 4. It
is interesting to note that there is good agreement in the geography of the Randstad and Rhine-Ruhr deﬁned either
administratively or through urban proximity, i.e. single largest contiguous unit at a 100
is not the case for the two realisations of the Northern Powerhouse.

pr s
k m2

threshold. This, however,
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F I G U R E 5 Scatter plot of output residual against urbanised area residual for the Randstad, Rhine-Ruhr, and
Northern Powerhouse assembled from units at diﬀerent boundary deﬁnitions. R2 values are calculated for the
smaller markers which are indicative of the spread of the units building up the three metro regions. See online for
the colored version.

4.1 | A regional comparison
Proceeding with our results, Figure 5 compares the size-cost performance of each region aggregated from units at
each boundary deﬁnition and its overall deviation from the idealised economic output and urbanised area scaling.
The dashed diagonal represents an optimal size-cost performance, η = 0, with the shaded areas corresponding to
−0.02 < η < 0.02 and −0.2 < η < 0.2 similar to those in Figure 3. Comparing only the size-cost performance of the
regions, not much diﬀerence could be discerned between the Randstad, Rhine-Ruhr, and the Northern Powerhouse.
The majority of their diﬀerent realisations indicate a need for better internal mobility and mixing regardless of the
choice of boundary deﬁnition or their overall extent. This is in spite of the existing inter-city passenger rail infrastructure in the Randstad and Rhine-Ruhr. Out of the three, however, the Randstad shows a larger qualitative variation in
estimates depending on the choice of boundary deﬁnition with the realisation comprised of URBAUD units indicating
a need for densiﬁcation. A similar need can only be seen for a Northern Powerhouse comprised from the OECD units
within the C100 regional extent. In contrast, no rendition of Rhine-Ruhr exhibits η ≥ 0. Meanwhile, the comparison
would suggest that size-cost performance is already relatively optimal for both the Randstad and the planned Northern Powerhouse when aggregating OECD units despite glaring diﬀerences in the mix of cities involved in the two
variations of the Northern Powerhouse. The consideration of the scaling deviations, on the other hand, highlights
a pattern whereby the economic over-performance is more-or-less correlated with denser built-areas.11 From this
perspective, despite seemingly larger imbalances of size-cost performance and a more pronounced need for better
internal mobility the German and Dutch city-regions outperform the Northern Powerhouse economically suggesting
that policy measures to be borrowed from the two are perhaps not simply those concerning inter-city mobility.

4.2 | A sub-regional portrait of national diﬀerences
To complement the comparison of the three city-regions and their home countries, we calculate the percentage of
cities within diﬀerent ranges of ξY and ξAn building nation-wide and region-wide city distributions.12 Figure 6 shows
discrete heat-maps with residuals for urbanised area on the x-axis and that of economic output on the y-axis. Note
that the diagonal remains indicative of near-optimal size-cost performance. The most noticeable diﬀerence between
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FIGURE 6

Heat-maps showing percentage of city units across all boundaries for each residual cell.

the nation-wide distribution of city units in DE, NL, and EW is the relative symmetry of the distribution about the
diagonal in DE and NL mirroring their distributions in Figure 3 with distribution peaks along the diagonal. Additionally,
it is clear that these peaks in DE and NL are either units that are sparse and economically under-performing (bottomright quadrant) or those that are dense and economically over-performing (top-left quadrant). This is in contrast with
the EW national distribution where more than half of all units are within the lower triangle below the diagonal with the
distribution peak pointing to cities that are economically under-performing despite their perceived density (bottomleft quadrant) with a size-cost balance in signiﬁcant need of better internal mobility. Of more interest is the diﬀerence
between national and regional distributions. While comparing the composition of the Randstad and Rhine-Ruhr with
the overall German and Dutch distributions highlights a shift of the distribution peaks from sparse economically underperforming city units to denser and over-performing ones, especially in the Randstad, whereas a comparison of the
Northern Powerhouse against the EW’s composition reveals an slight increase in the portion of units that are both
dense and under-performing.

5

| DISCUSSION

We can round-up the ﬁndings of the analysis and our national and regional comparisons as:
•

continental case studies, while very instructive, are not in themselves crucial in making a case for better transport
infrastructure in England and Wales,
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•

better mobility is not the sole factor in the diﬀerent agglomeration elasticities between DE, NL, and EW, and

•

unlike the Randstad and Rhine-Ruhr, the Northern Powerhouse’s performance is representative of the wider urban
system framing the under-performance in EW as a national problem and not a purely local or regional problem.

Similar to the results, we begin our brief discussion with the national comparison.
Continental case studies, while very instructive, are not in themselves crucial in making a case for better transport infrastructure in England and Wales. By using Bettencourt’s systematic analytical framework which also enables
comparisons of diﬀerent urban systems, the Dutch and German case studies can be seen as instructive for understanding and interpreting the UK evidence. Model interpretations of the comparison of the scaling regimes governing
the economic output and urbanised area in the urban networks of the three countries point to system-wide lack of
adequate internal mobility and accessibility as fundamental to the lower productivity elasticities of the English and
Welsh urban system compared with that of Germany. However, while the ﬁndings from the comparison between the
three countries’ urban networks are consistent with expectations, the Netherlands and Germany as national comparisons are found not to be crucial in arguing for better transport in England and Wales. The analysis of the UK data,
in the light of the continental cases, is by itself shown to be suﬃcient to substantiate the case for mobility. In this
manner, simply assessing EW’s urban network in isolation with respect to the model’s ideal could have supported a
case for the deployment of better transport and mobility infrastructure, albeit those mostly of an intra-city nature, for
boosting national economy and by extension that of the northern cities from an agglomeration point of view.
Better mobility is not the sole factor in the diﬀerent agglomeration elasticities between DE, NL, and EW. A comparison of the scaling exponents estimated at the URBAUD boundary deﬁnition shows both German and Dutch urban
networks exhibiting increasing returns to scale for economic output in contrast to the near linear scaling regime in
England and Wales. This is in spite of a similarly linear scaling of urbanised area observed for both the Dutch and
English urban systems. It could consequently be argued that, in addition to the connectivity and mobility factors
inﬂuencing the development and growth of the urbanised area and output productivity, a wider range of policy differences should be taken into account when explaining the disparity between the economic productivity of the three
countries. In other words, although one might be able to extract transferable policy drivers from comparisons with
better performing urban networks such as those of Germany and the Netherlands, a singularly inter-city transport
driven argument would not be the root solution/driver at which to arrive. A regional examination of the Rhine-Ruhr,
the Randstad, and Northern Powerhouse further reinforces this.
Unlike the Randstad and Rhine-Ruhr, the Northern Powerhouse performance is representative of the wider
urban system. We have shown that on average the Randstad and Rhinr-Ruhr are comprised of individual units that
themselves out-perform individual units building up either realisations of their English counterparts economically. The
consideration of the aggregated regions with respect to the scaling residuals appears to suggest this to show an association with the higher densities of the continental examples demonstrated by the comparison of the three regions at
diﬀerent boundary deﬁnitions, Figure 5, where the aggregated Northern Powerhouse shows considerably lower densities and by extension productivities. It is therefore notable that the only comparable economic over-performance
of a Northern Powerhouse unit occurs at C1400 boundary deﬁnition, which is also its only realisation of a comparably dense nature. The same density-productivity trend is also seen for the comprising units of the Randstad and
Rhine-Ruhr with a majority of units denser and over-performing in contrast to their national distributions. Meanwhile,
the composition of the Northern Powerhouse is very much representative of the England and Wales in general. This
re-frames the under-performance of the northern English units not as a regional problem but one at a national level.
Nevertheless, the aggregate regional comparison, in contrast to the current transport-led infrastructural program,
would suggest a need for further densiﬁcation in Northern Powerhouse using the same agglomeration-based princi-
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ples. On a related note, we have previously pointed to the diﬀerence that exists between the geographic coverage of
the planned Northern Powerhouse and its contiguously populated boundary, Figure 4. Although, insights from Figure
5 suggest that this territorial diﬀerence does not inﬂuence size-cost optimality signiﬁcantly, such geographic proximity
issues could become inﬂuential when considering the practicality of implementing multi-scale mobility improvements
and/or densiﬁcation measures.

Finally, an additional source of nuance, however, is the implication of singularly deploying either inter-city mobility
infrastructure or densiﬁcation policies on the size-cost balance of the aggregated region, especially when factoring in
the spatial scales over which the infrastructure is to be incorporated. Whereas the economic residuals appear to grow
with multi-scale densiﬁcation, i.e. shrinking area residual, whether or not the overall cost-size performance remains
near-optimal requires a balance between the two strategies to be reached. In this vein, Rhine-Ruhr can achieve higher
potentials and size-cost balance through further improvements of mobility. The same is true for the Northern Powerhouse and the Randstad across a majority of spatial scales. Under the agglomeration economies paradigm, therefore,
improvements and extensions of the inter- and intra-city transport infrastructure become crucial not as the principle
solution but as the complementary measures needed to maintain appropriate levels of mobility and hence size-cost
balance as any of the regions densify as a whole, across all or a given boundary deﬁnition, towards the top left quadrant
in Figure 5.

6

| CONCLUSIONS

The primary contribution of this paper rests with its use of urban scaling models to examine the applicability and
transferability of inter-city improvements to mobility in boosting economic productivity and output in the north of
England. Our results show, while inter-city mobility and transport arguments can be used when considering overall
national performance of urban networks, inter-city transport solutions supported by stylised agglomeration-based
arguments are not easily transferable from successful examples of poly-centric metropolitan regions in boosting underperformance of similarly-sized regions elsewhere. Indeed, when considering size-cost balance, an examination of
the needs for better mobility and/or densiﬁcation can be made without requiring external comparisons. This, at a
ﬁrst glance, may appear to paint such regional comparisons trivial. However, regional comparative approaches are
essential in identifying certain nuances which cannot be identiﬁed by looking at single case data. Indeed, this is the
strength of the Bettencourt’s framework as it allows a parsimonious but sophisticated and coherent methodological
framework to be applied in very diﬀerent contexts. As such, while the Bettencourt’s framework demonstrates that the
Dutch and German comparisons are not in themselves fundamental to the EW speciﬁc arguments, this cannot have
been known prior to the application of Bettencourt’s framework. This additionally portrays the EW case simply as a
speciﬁc example of a more general class of problems. The continental comparisons, on the other hand, suggest that
if mobility improvements do not drive and/or are not implemented in tandem with urban densiﬁcation then these
improvements are not likely to deliver the intended productivity gains on their own. This points towards a deeper
interplay of productivity, population and infrastructural density. The paper then broadly argues in favour of mostly
intra-city transport and mobility infrastructure coupled with and supporting increased urban density in enhancing
economic performance and productivity.
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endnotes
1

Full derivation and further discussion regarding the model can be found in (Bettencourt, 2013) and in (?). A brief summary
derivation of Bettencourt’s model, however, is provided as online supplementary material to this publication.

2

Although the ﬁrst two assumptions may appear contentious, it should be noted that the ﬁrst is supported by current empirical observations and generally agreed upon across other urban scaling models (Yakubo et al., 2014; Sim et al., 2015;
Gomez-Lievano et al., 2016) while the second is ultimately an idealised and stylised assumption that aﬀects the value of
the scaling exponent and not the existence of an overall population power-law relation.

3

Note that the formulations in Equation 4 represent the average expected values describing the urban behaviour across an
entire urban network. For the formulation to be exact the inclusion of a ﬂuctuation term is required (Bettencourt and Lobo,
2016). Most empirical studies do, however, observe the statistics of such ﬂuctuations to be Gaussian and zero-centred for
the log-transformed Equation 2 for a range of urban indicators (Bettencourt et al., 2007; ?).

4

Beware that the schematic curve included is meant to capture the general form and curvature of the Y − W function and
exact gradients of the function before and after G ∗ depend on the values of D and H among other internal model parameters.
See supplementary material for expanded expression of Y − W in terms of G .

5

Empirical demonstrations of this for the American urban network can be found in (Bettencourt, 2013).

6

CSV ﬁles including population, output, and urbanised area estimations for each boundary is provided in the online supplementary information along with Jupyter Notebooks containing some further insights and comments.

7

The python package used is available in (?) and complementary cumulative distribution functions highlighting the population cut-oﬀs and the approximate power-law distributions for the density-based boundaries can be found in the Jupyter
Notebooks.

8

The noticeable diﬀerences in the magnitude of the population cut-oﬀs estimated for the three countries when considering
a number of the density-based boundary deﬁnitions are reﬂective of the population domains over which a single power-law
rank-size distribution is coherent. DE and NL systems appear to follow such distributions over a larger portion of their
smaller-sized units in contrast with the EW system where a clear shift in the distribution exponent takes place over larger
population sizes, see online supplementary material for distribution ﬁgures.

9

Use of simple OLS estimators is justiﬁed following the prior assumption and empirical observations that the scaling deviation
term, ξ, follows a normal distribution centred on zero.

10

We use an arbitrary range rather than the absolute η = 0 when interpreting optimality allowing for minor variations about
the empirically designated G ∗ .

11

It should be noted that the variation in the R 2 reported across panels in Figure 5 is an artefact of the Modiﬁable Areal Unit
Problem (?).

12

Note that due to the overall similarity of city units and scaling regimes for the density-based boundaries, from this point forward, nation- or region-wide aggregation of all units refers to all units within C100, C500, C1000, C1400, NUTS3, URBAUD,
and OECD excluding the remaining density-based boundaries. Although this was done to minimise the double counting of
city units the boundary of which does not change greatly from boundary to boundary while maintaining representation of
scale changes, the exclusion does not signiﬁcantly aﬀect city distributions and results presented in Figure 6.
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